Clean, Odorless, Fresh Air

Tailored engineering for
every air quality application
Available in nearly every application and mounting situation (Right) and every level of purification demand. For appreciably less than the cost
of an electrostatic purifier, the KAP removes up
to 95% of unwanted odor.

Greater comfort for diners,
more productivity for your staff
Hood Depot’s Kitchen Air Purifier replaces the
wasteful air handling methods of the past
with today’s superior cost/benefit air quality
technology.
• Unique seamless, all-welded
stainless steel construction
• Maximum efficiency airflow with
combination staggered/stacked
filter configuration
• Free standing, platform, roof mounted
or suspended installation
• Full factory support and one
year warranty
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How it Works

For Today’s Aggressive Business Environment

We use a two-stage progressive filtration system designed
for the highest air quality at the lowest filter replacement costs.

Both employees and those near your facility demand the same
clean air quality that promotes better productivity and a better buying environment. Hood Depot’s KAP effectively removes
99% of grease, smoke and odor from restaurants, hotels, food
courts, outdoor dining and office buildings-without the loss of
costly cooled air by inefficient venting or air pressure imbalance.

Standard KAP Components
State-of-the-art filtration is achieved only with optimum airflow engineering and the most effective filter
components available. Our kitchen air purifiers include:

Odor Control Media Bed (optional)

Belt-drive forward
curved centrifugal
downblast blower for
efficiency and low
sound level

• The industry’s only seamless, water-tight all
welded stainless steel construction
• Straight and staggered combination filter configurations for cost-saving extended use
• Unique channel-flow molded media filters
• Efficient activated-carbon extraction filters
• Modular design easily retrofitted to your exhaust
system’s duct and blower or available as complete system with our energy efficient blower and
peripheral components

• Automatic fail-safe electrical operation
• Automatic notification for filter replacement
• Optional fire suppression system available
integrated or separately wall mounted
• Complete compatibilty with all cooking
methods including barbecue, mesquite
and other high-smoke applications
• Free standing, platform or roof mounted
• Full factory support and timely service
• One year comprehensive warranty

The most odor-efficient
purifier on the market!
Our first stage low-resistance media module
captures micron and larger particles progressively with efficient, cost-effective filters
in a straight-line configuration that extends
the life of higher-cost, second stage filters.

Second stage module uses activated carbon
filtration to remove sub-micron odor molecules. Designed to distribute the airflow
evenly across the filter surface, it avoids
premature clogging at filter’s center.

KAP With Optional Fire System Cabinet (panel removed)

Backed by three decades of experience in
design, fabrication and installation of ventilation
equipment, we provide factory-backed support
for you at every step. With timely turn-around
and delivery anywhere in the U.S., our products meet or exceed all code requirements.

Don’t let foul odor hit a foul ball for your profit! Hood Depot’s KAP
provides a healthy work environment for your team and your customers
The Hood Depot™ Warranty
Exclusively from.

Your One Source for Solutions

Hood Depot™ warrants its equipment to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of one
year from original date of shipment. Repairs or parts replacement outside of warranty is at the option of Hood Depot. Certain on-site installation and removal costs may not be covered by this warranty (See full text of warranty).

